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Abstract

This article gives an insight on the importance to assign a different capacity
to each network link and to tighten the Quality of Service (QoS) provision in
the network, in dynamic WDM Optical Networks with wavelength continuity
constraints. In the text, several examples illustrate the performance of different
strategies.

The usual procedure to compute the number of wavelengths of each network
link consists of choosing the same capacity to each link on the network. This
decision is selected, in most cases, by simplicity and simulation limitations.
Notwithstanding, there are no technical motives to force a uniform capacity on
the network. In consequence, we analyze the impact on the network capacity
of designating the minimum amount of wavelengths to each network link, while
satisfying each user QoS requirement.

Moreover, despite the chosen dimensioning strategy, it is usual to offer a
much better QoS than requested for some users, with the corresponding waste of
resources. We can amend this issue by limiting which wavelengths are available
to each user according to its particular QoS constraint. This technique, known
as Wavelength Grouping, seeks to provide to each user a QoS level closer to the
one defined in the Service Level Agreement. By doing so, it is possible to reduce
the network capacity needed to allow communication to its user, or diminishing
the network blocking probability for a given wavelength capacity.

In spite of the usual approach, in this work, we demonstrate that a non-
uniform dimensioning strategy and a tighten QoS provision allows to save sig-
nificant networks capacity, while simultaneously provisioning to each user the
QoS established in its Service Level Agreement. This fact is very relevant nowa-
days, where an impending capacity crunch in optical networks is an important
issue.
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Dimensioning, Capacity Crunch, Quality of Service.

1. Introduction

This decade, researchers anticipated a potential Capacity Crunch problem
associated with the increasing traffic demands to telecommunication networks,
especially over optical systems [1, 2, 3]. This problem refers to the fact that
the transmission capacity of an optical fiber is not limitless. Nonetheless, the5

bandwidth demand has increased exponentially in the last years, and it seems
that this phenomenon will continue in the years to come.

There are two possible solutions to this problem. First, to increase the
resources installed by multiplying the fiber cables and equipment. However,
this option leads to considerable investments in the network deployed. Second,10

efficiently use the already installed optical systems, since current networks op-
eration is inefficient in the usage of network resources [2, 4]. Seemingly, it is
inevitable to face both solutions strategies. However, the second one can be
implemented in the short term. Therefore, our work is focused on efficiently
manage the resource available on current optical networks.15

Nowadays optical networks are inefficient since (among other issues) they
are operated statically [5]. This operation allocates network resources to each
user permanently from source to destination, regardless of the percentage of
time it is used. However, to overcome the said problem, it is possible to migrate
current networks operation from a static to a dynamic operation [6]. The latter20

is denoted as Dynamic Optical Networks, consisting in allocating the resources
to a given user only when it requests communication. Although it is already
possible to deploy this type of technology, this has not happened yet because
it is unclear how much network capacity savings can be expected compared to
the necessary investments [7].25

To go into details, a central issue in the design of dynamic optical networks
is to compute the number of wavelengths to each network link, known as Wave-
length Dimensioning (WD) [8] problem. This measure is important because
the cost of many components in an optical network is strongly affected by this
parameter. In fact, it determines how many infrastructure resources are needed30

on the network to achieve the network operation. To achieve an efficient wave-
length dimensioning on dynamic networks, two contradictory objectives must
be satisfied: first, to diminish the network capacity; and second, to ensure a
given level of quality of service to each users, measured by the user’s blocking
probability. In other words, the network is designed to offer to the users a very35

low blocking probability while saving significant network resources. This strat-
egy is the same one used, prior Internet arises, in telephone networks planning
methods.

Most wavelength dimensioning strategies consider a worst-case scenario to
compute the capacity of the links in optical networks. This scheme, denoted as40

Uniform Dimensioning (UD), assigns the same number of wavelengths to each
link, while ensuring a given quality of service (QoS) to all users, even on the
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more congested link [9, 10, 11]. However, it is quite common to find network
links with higher usage than others, measured by the number of users, or the
traffic load on the links (for instance, the commonly used shortest path strategy45

tends to concentrate the majority of the user paths on a subset of links of the
network). This uneven situation suggests that it is not necessary to assign the
same capacity to all the links on the network, and in this way, saving network
resources while providing the same services. The latter strategy is called as
Non-Uniform Dimensioning (NUD). Let us exemplify how the NUD strategy50

may work. Consider two links of a network, with 5 and 4 wavelengths on the
first and second links, respectively. The frequencies used on each wavelength
are denoted as λ1, ..., λ5 on the first link, and λ1, ..., λ4 on the second one. The
first four wavelengths are the same on both links, thus to allow communication
using both links, the users can only use simultaneously one of the first four55

wavelengths when available. On the other hand, the 5th wavelength on the first
link can only be used by users with only the first link among their paths, not
the second one. Therefore, in this work, we compute the number of wavelengths
of each network link, to assess the impact of both approaches on the network
capacity, while ensuring a minimum acceptable QoS to each user.60

The dimensioning problem on dynamic WDM optical networks is specially
tricky when the network has wavelength continuity constraint,(the case analyzed
here). This constraint means that when a user wants to transmit, the same
wavelength has to be available on every link belonging to the given user route
(end-to-end). However, the chosen wavelength may change over time. This65

situation means that every time the user request resources to send data, a
procedure searches an available wavelength on the user route links, with the
wavelength continuity restriction. The search for an available wavelength is
another important problem in dynamic optical networks planning, called the
“Wavelength Assignment” (WA) problem [8, 12].70

The wavelength assignment problem has been widely covered in the litera-
ture. Some of the most common heuristics proposed are First-Fit (FF), Random
Fit (RF), Most-Used (MU), and Least-Used (LU), among others [8, 12, 13, 11].
First-Fit is the most popular procedure in the literature since it performs better
in terms of blocking probabilities, with low complexity. As a consequence, on75

our research we use this procedure to allocate the wavelengths.
Another long-standing issue in optical network planning is to ensure an end-

to-end quality level for all users. The Service Level Agreement (SLA), signed
by the service providers and their clients, defines the minimum quality of ser-
vice (QoS) acceptable for each user, measured as a probabilistic guarantee. The80

definition of these bounds is obtained considering objective criteria, such as:
different quality of service requirements [14, 15, 16]; and subjective decisions,
such as network scalability requirements. Based on these QoS agreements, en-
gineers must design the network fulfilling said QoS requirements. For instance,
despite the dimensioning strategy, the capacity computed to each link has to85

guarantee each user QoS constraint.
Seemingly, the Non-Uniform dimensioning strategy is more efficient in tak-

ing care of resources, but it is necessary to assess how significant it is. This
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efficiency may be important, since using Uniform dimensioning strategies may
dimension more capacity than necessary, which is unacceptable in a capacity90

crunch situation. Then, our first goal is to assess the impact of using a Uniform
or Non-Uniform dimensioning technique on the network capacity.

Once the dimensioning strategy is decided, a topic that arises is how to
ensure a given QoS level required by each user. The common approach is to
satisfy the QoS to all users [8, 12, 9, 11, 17], guaranteeing the quality of service95

of the most demanding one, which reduces to give all users the same worst-case
scenario QoS, obviously wasting resources. However, again with an impend-
ing capacity crunch approaching optical networks, this over-provision of QoS to
some users may achieve significant waste of resource. This situation has been
taking care off on a different context. For example, in the OBS context, diverse100

schemes have been presented concerning the quality of services, such as Wave-
length Grouping and Intentional Dropping, among others [18, 19, 20]. However,
this situation has not been studied in the current optical networks with wave-
length continuity constraints. Consequently, our second goal is to evaluate the
impact on applying Wavelength Grouping to adjust the closeness of the real105

QoS offered and the one defined on the SLA.
According to the previous discussion, this paper analyzes the significance of

2 straightforward decisions in network planning on dynamic WDM optical net-
works with wavelength continuity constraints. These decisions are: to compute
a different amount of wavelengths to each network link; and to offer to each user110

a QoS close to the one required in the corresponding Service Level Agreement
(SLA). Remark that any solution must satisfy all users QoS restrictions (SLA).

To the best of our understanding, there is not a study of the impact of
these decisions in the context of optical networks with wavelength continuity
constraints, notwithstanding they may achieve meaningful savings in terms of115

network resources. In fact, the numerical examples in this article highlight that
both strategies (Non-Uniform Dimensioning and Tight QoS provision) allows
to obtain important savings on the network capacity, while guaranteeing the
required QoS to each user, established on the Service Level Agreement. Regard
that all the strategies compared here are executed prior to network operation,120

thus not affecting the network operation complexity.
The remainder of this paper is as follows: In Section 2 we present both

strategies to be analyzed. Section 3 contains some numerical examples com-
paring the QoS provision and wavelength dimensioning mechanisms in a set of
different scenarios. Finally, we give some conclusions and remarks in Section 4.125

2. Network Planning

In this section first, we explain the model, and then the different network
planning decisions to be analyzed.

2.1. Network and Traffic Model

We represent the network topology by a graph G = (N ,L), where N is the130

set of network nodes or vertices and L is the set of directional links (the arcs in
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G), with respective cardinalities |N | = N and |L| = L. The set of users X ⊆ N 2,
with cardinality |X | = X, is composed by all the source-destination pairs with
communication between them.

We rendered the traffic by an ON-OFF model. Consider user c: during any of135

its ON periods, whose average length is tON c, the source transmits at a constant
rate (which is the rate associated with the used technology); meanwhile, during
an OFF period, with average length tOFF c, the source is silent, accumulating
data to be transmitted in the next ON period.

To simplify the presentation, we take as transmission rate unit the used
transmission speed. The traffic load of user c, denoted by %c, is:

%c =
tON c

tON c + tOFF c

. (1)

It is important to note that this model takes into account the heterogeneous140

situation, which means that, the %c value for a given user c may be different
from those of the others.

User c transmission follows a particular route or path between its source and
its terminal, expressed by rc. We denote by R = {rc | c ∈ X} the set of routes
used. These routes are fixed and can be computed prior to network operation145

by any algorithm available in the literature [21, 17, 11, 22].
Let W = {W` | ` ∈ L} be the set containing the number of wavelengths

associated with each unidirectional network link, where W`, ` ∈ L, is the number
of wavelengths on link `. The value W`, for every ` ∈ L, will be evaluated so
that the blocking probability BPc of each user c ∈ X be less than or equal to150

a given pre-specified threshold βc, and the total number of wavelengths on the
network is as small as possible. Remark that the pre-defined threshold value βc
can be different for each network user.

2.2. Wavelength Dimensioning Strategies

The wavelength dimensioning problem consists in computing the capacity155

of each network link ` ∈ L. To do so, we must assign to each link the number
of wavelengths necessary to provide communication to its users while satisfying
two contradictory objectives. First, to achieve significant savings in network
resources and, in the meantime, to ensure some standard end-to-end quality
level to all the users in the network. Quality level means, here, maximal user160

blocking probability.
As mentioned in this paper introduction, most methods to compute the

network capacity consider a worst-case scenario, assigning the same number of
wavelengths to each network link [9, 10, 11] (Uniform Dimensioning strategy).
However, to allocate a different amount of wavelengths to each link may provide165

benefits in terms of network savings, while still ensuring the agreed level of qual-
ity of service to each user. To compare the cost implications of both techniques,
we apply here both approaches to calculate the number of wavelengths of each
network link.

Despite the strategy chosen to compute the capacity of the links, the man-170

agement of the wavelength on each link affects the QoS offered to each user.
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The standard strategy is that all user can transmit on any wavelength available
on their link paths if the continuity constraint is satisfied. A different approach
consists in restricting the wavelengths available to each user. In a nutshell,
this approach computes separately how many wavelengths each user can use to175

transmit on each link despite the capacity of the links while always ensuring
the required QoS on the SLA. Then, each user has a different amount of wave-
lengths available to communicate despite using the same links. We call this
Tight Quality of Service policy (TQoS). This policy helps to reduce the number
of wavelengths required on the network, while still guaranteeing a specific QoS180

to each network user.
To ensure a level of quality of service to each user while dimensioning the

network resources, we need a method to evaluate the users blocking probability.
Even more, this method must support the TQoS policy and any wavelength
dimensioning mechanism. One strategy is to compute the blocking probability185

employing simulation techniques [23, 12, 22], but it is a time-consuming task de-
pending on the scenarios evaluated. On the other hand, exact analytic methods
may be faster, but most of the time, hard to achieve. Given the complexity of
the exact solution, in [24] we develop a mathematical method (called “LIBPE”)
to obtain an accurate while light cost approximate computational scheme, to190

evaluate the blocking probability, considering all essential aspects and assump-
tions in optical networks. This procedure is called “LIBPE”. Note that the more
critical issues to the model are the wavelength continuity constraints and the
heterogeneous traffic load of Eq. (1), compatible with any wavelength dimen-
sioning mechanism, and the TQoS policy. To the best of our knowledge, LIBPE195

is the sole (analytic) method supporting the TQoS policy. To further details, in
Appendix A, we give an explain this method.

Next, we present two pseudo-codes to compute the wavelength dimensioning.
One is assigning the same amount of wavelengths to each network link (Uniform
Dimensioning or UD), and the other is with a different capacity per link (Non-200

Uniform Dimensioning or NUD). In both cases, we use the TQoS policy.

2.2.1. Uniform Dimensioning method

Let the wavelengths be numbered sequentially (i.e. 1, 2, . . .W`).
The wavelength assignment (WA) problem consists in finding, for each user

c ∈ X , the same wavelength available on all the links in its route. Here we205

use the First-Fit wavelength assignment approach since it is simple and has
associated an excellent performance in terms of blocking probability, with a
small computational overhead [8, 13, 11, 25]. In a nutshell, the method orders
the different wavelengths, and sequentially searches until there is one available
on the whole path; if not, the user request is blocked (lost). The First-Fit210

strategy is a well-known strategy; thus, it will not be outlined in pseudo-code due
to its trivial implementation. However, it is mandatory to present the First-Fit
technique altered with the Tight QoS provision policy for a clear understanding.

In Figure 1, we describe, in simple algorithmic form, the Uniform Dimen-
sioning method, including the TQoS modification of the First-Fit wavelength215
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function TFF-UD(R)
1 Q := φ;
2 foreach link `
3 W` := 0;

4 do

5 foreach link `
6 W` := W` + 1;

7 foreach c /∈ Q
8 BPc := Blocking(G, c, rc);
9 if BPc ≤ βc
10 Q := Q ∪ {c};
11 uc := W`;

12 until Q ≡ X
13 return W,U

Figure 1: TFF-UD procedure to compute the number of wavelengths on the network and the
amount of wavelengths available to each user using a First-Fit wavelength assignment with a
tight quality of service policy.

allocation strategy. We call this procedure Tighten First-Fit with Uniform Di-
mensioning (TFF-UD).

In the pseudo-code given in Figure 1, we include the sub-procedure Blocking
evaluating the blocking probability of each user by any means available in
the literature. As stated before, in our case, we use the procedure called220

“LIBPE” [24, 26]. Nevertheless, recall that any available technique can be used
to estimate this QoS parameter (for instance, the reader can use a simulation
procedure) if it is compatible with the problem restrictions.

The main idea of the procedure displayed in Figure 1 is to increment itera-
tively the value W`, on each link ` ∈ L, until every network user c satisfies its225

service level agreement given by the upper-bound βc. Let us define Q ⊆ X , as
the set of users with their QoS constraint satisfied (maximum acceptable block-
ing probability). Initially, Q starts empty, since no user has yet been checked
to see if it satisfies its QoS requirement, and each network link ` has its W`

value equal to 0 (lines 1 to 3 in Figure 1). The iterative procedure begins inline230

4, and its first step is to increase the number of wavelengths on every link W`

by 1. Notice that all the links are augmented together, leading to a uniform
wavelength dimensioning.

In the loop starting at line 7 for all user that have not yet satisfy its QoS,
in line 8, we evaluate the user c blocking probability BPc by the sub-procedure235

Blocking(G, c, rc). Then, we check for the same users, if the inequality BPc ≤ βc
is satisfied by the current network capacity (W). Lets define the set U = {uc |
c ∈ X} where uc is the maximum available wavelength for user c. This means
that user c can only use wavelengths 1, 2, ..., uc, with uc ≤ W. If user c reaches
its threshold requirement, then it is included in the Q set (line 10), and the240
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current network capacity (W) is stored as the maximum available wavelength
for that user. If some users remain with their QoS requirement unsatisfied, then
line 4 to 12 is repeated, until all user’s requirements are fulfilled.

The precedent procedure allows providing the Tight Quality of Service policy.
This policy means that each user c can use wavelengths 1, 2, . . . , uc only. If245

none of this wavelengths are available in all the links of its path links, then the
communication request is rejected (blocked), even if there are more wavelengths
available after the uc one (from uc + 1 to W`). Recall that we want to obtain
a small difference between the real QoS obtained and the one required by the
user on the SLA.250

The procedure ends when every link has fulfilled all their users QoS require-
ments, thus when Q ≡ X (line 12). Symbolically, the execution of the whole
procedure is written {W,U} := TFF-UD(R), since its outputs are W, the set of
wavelengths, and U , the set of available wavelengths for each user.

2.2.2. Non-Uniform Dimensioning method255

To implement the TQoS policy with a Non-Uniform wavelength dimension-
ing, we modify the algorithm displayed in Figure 1 to separately compute the
number of wavelengths to each network link. This alteration on the procedure
allows calculating a different amount of wavelengths to each link while ensur-
ing the corresponding maximum blocking probability to each user, including260

the TQoS policy. We call this procedure Tighten First-Fit with Non-Uniform
Dimensioning (TFF-NUD), which is documented in Figure 2.

The procedure is quite similar to the TFF-UD method 1. However, some
modifications were conducted to obtain a Non-Uniform Wavelength Dimension-
ing. The modifications can be seen from line 10 to 14, where the wavelength265

dimensioning procedure is made, computing the number of wavelengths for each
link separately. To do so, we check if all the users passing through link ` belongs
to the set Q (i.e., if BPc ≤ βc, for all c ∈ X ). If any user using link ` is not on
the set Q, then the number of wavelengths on the link is augmented by 1. Oth-
erwise, W` is the final capacity of link `, storing it in the set W. Remark that270

all link inspection is independent, leading to a different amount of wavelengths
per link.

The execution of the whole procedure obtains the set of wavelengths on each
link, and the set of available wavelengths for each user, executed as {W,U} :=
TFF-NUD(R).275

Based on the above, we foresee three different kinds of experiments. First,
we can evaluate quantitatively the difference in network capacity obtained by
computing the wavelengths using the Uniform and Non-Uniform Dimensioning
technique, both using a plain First-Fit wavelength allocation procedure. Second,
we can contrast the impact of the TQoS policy on saving network capacity,280

regardless of the dimensioning strategy. Finally, we can examine the importance
of considering both strategies together in the dimensioning problem, these are
the TQoS policy with the Non-Uniform Dimensioning, and how much each
technique affect by itself in saving network capacity. Next, we present some
numerical examples to assess these concerns.285
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function TFF-NUD(R)
1 Q := φ;
2 foreach link `
3 W` := 1;

4 do

5 foreach user c /∈ Q
6 BPc := Blocking(G, c, rc);
7 if BPc ≤ βc
8 Q := Q ∪ {c};
9 uc := W`;

10 for all link `
11 foreach c, with ` ∈ rc
12 if c /∈ Q
13 W` := W` + 1;

14 break;

13 until Q ≡ X
14 return W,U

Figure 2: TFF-NUD procedure to compute the number of wavelengths on the network and the
amount of wavelengths available to each user using a First-Fit wavelength assignment with a
tight quality of service policy with a Non-Uniform Wavelength Dimensioning.

3. Numerical Results

As commonly used [8, 27, 17], in this work the total network capacity Cnet(A)
is the sum of all wavelengths of all network links computed by method A, that
is, Cnet(A) =

∑
`∈LW`, where W` is the number of wavelengths assigned by A

to link `. This definition is justified because the cost of most components in an290

optical network is mainly affected by this parameter. In fact, it determines how
many infrastructure resources are needed to achieve network operation [28].

As mentioned in the prior section, we adopt the First-Fit technique to solve
the wavelength assignment problem in all the numerical examples. In the text,
we called it FF. However, recall that the Tighten QoS provision policy (TQoS)295

alters the First-Fit strategy by limiting the number of wavelengths available to
each user, to provide a tighter quality of service policy. In the experiments, we
denoted the modified version of the First-Fit strategy as TFF.

To judge the output of the methods under several scenarios, we executed
the algorithms on diverse real network topologies, having different size and300

connectivity (measured by the network degree d, defined in Figure 3 caption).
Some of the selected topologies and their corresponding parameters N , L, and d
are shown in Figure 3. For a fair comparison, the considered procedures use the
same fixed routing shortest path (Dijkstra’s algorithm).

We used the analytic method LIBPE [24] to obtain the corresponding block-305

ing probabilities, because its accuracy was broadly validated employing simula-
tions, and runs orders of magnitude faster than a Montecarlo simulation. This
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Figure 3: Some of the mesh networks evaluated. The number of links refers to the amount of
bi-directional arcs. For instance, the picture shows the EON network topology with 39 edges,
which corresponds to 78 arcs. The parameter d is a measure of density: if the graph has a

arcs (twice the number of edges) and n nodes, d = a/
(
n(n− 1)

)
.

tool is compatible with our objectives because it can handle the fact that diverse
users have a different amount of resources available (wavelengths). We used
LIBPE as a module serving all the compared techniques. For supplementary310

reference for the reader, we executed Montecarlo simulations to cross-validate
the results obtained.

To present a robust analysis, we define two different scenarios showing differ-
ent distributions of the QoS constraints requested by the network users. Remark
that some of these scenarios are just examples to analyze different forms of QoS315

requirements. The idea behind these criteria is to generate QoS scenarios easy
to replicate, since allocating the QoS requirements randomly generates scenarios
that are not easy to duplicate, and the results may be hard to analyze.

• Homogeneous QoS Requirements (HQoS): The scenario here is the
situation where all users have the same threshold equals to 10−3.320

• Heterogeneous QoS Requirements (HeQoS): Though, when a real
network operates, it is frequent to find different QoS to different users,
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and the assignments are certainly not arbitrary. Thus, to exemplify, we
present a set of experiments which defines each βc individually.

We started by choosing a few values to be used as blocking probability325

thresholds, that we stored in a list Z. In our tests, we adopted the values
in the list Z =

[
10−3, 10−4, 10−5, 10−6

]
, sorted in decreasing order. Then,

we assigned a value taken in Z to each user in X . The objective is to
obtain different QoS constraints easily to reproduce. For this purpose, we
used the length of each user route, measured by its number of hops, to330

choose a value of βc that increases with the length of user c’s route.

Explicitly, we classified the users according to the lengths of their routes,
say putting all those with the same length h in a set Xh, and we assigned to
all the users in the same set Xh, the same QoS (the same upper-bound of its
blocking probability) value. The classification was done as follows. Let H335

be the length of the longest user path on the network. Then, to all users
in set Xh we assign the z-th value in Z, computed as Z = dH · |rc|/|Z|e.
So, the longer the user path, the stricter the QoS requirement.

In this work, we performed much more experiments than shown in the text.
For instance, we explored different heterogeneous QoS constraints scenarios,340

such as descending QoS constraints (that is, the shorter the user’s path, the
stricter the QoS required); as well as the case of arbitrary QoS needs (that is a
random QoS condition set to each network user). Due to lack of space, we do
not show all of them although the TQoS policy and the Non-Uniform capacity
mechanism obtains substantial savings in all scenarios.345

Hereunder, we will present different sets of experiments and compare the
performance of the proposed method with the selected competitor.

3.1. Uniform v/s Non-Uniform Dimensioning

To assess the efficiency of both dimensioning methods (UD and NUD) under
different situations, we executed the procedures on different network topologies350

(illustrated in Figure 3).
In Figures 4 and 5 we show the network overall capacity computed by

the Uniform and Non-Uniform dimensioning method, both using the First-Fit
mechanism to allocate the wavelengths. We computed the cases where all users
have the same maximum acceptable blocking probability values (Figure 4) and355

heterogeneous quality of service constraints (Figure 5), as a function of the
traffic load.

As expected, to assign a different amount of wavelength to each network link
(NUD) obtains significantly better results than Uniform Dimensioning mecha-
nism. In fact, NUD obtains on average 23% fewer wavelengths (for % = 0.3)360

than needed by the UD strategy, considering both homogeneous and heteroge-
neous QoS constraint scenarios. It is also worth notice that in each experiment
presented here, the same users transmit the same amount of information, hav-
ing the same corresponding QoS constraints, but thanks to the Non-Uniform
Dimensioning technique, the network requires appreciably fewer resources than365

in the UD case.
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Figure 4: The network total capacity obtained by the Uniform and Non-Uniform Dimensioning
with a First-Fit wavelength allocation method (FF-UD and FF-NUD, respectively) on EON,
UKNet, Arpanet and Eurolarge real mesh network topologies, for different connection traffic
loads, with an homogeneous maximum acceptable blocking probability βc = 10−3.

Remark that even in scenarios with homogeneous QoS constraints (Figure 4)
there are significant savings obtained by NUD over UD. This situation occurs
due to two factors: the users’ paths and network symmetry. First, in this work,
we adopted the Shortest-Path strategy to compute the users’ path, leading to an370

unbalanced amount of users on the network links (links with more traffic load
demands than others). Under these circumstances, the UD strategy requires
more resources than NUD since the dimensioning of the links is determined by
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Figure 5: The network total capacity obtained by the Uniform and Non-Uniform Dimension-
ing, with a First-Fit wavelength allocation method (FF-UD and FF-NUD, respectively) on
EON, UKNet, Arpanet and Eurolarge real mesh network topologies, with a heterogeneous
maximum acceptable blocking probability βc. The values of βc are chosen between 10−3 and
10−6 in ascending order, proportionally to the connections route lengths.

the more loaded link. Second, network topologies are regularly non-symmetric;
thus, most of the times, it is not possible to adequately balance the links’ traffic375

loads. This situation benefits the NUD strategy from the capacity saving point
of view.
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3.2. FF v/s Tighten FF

On the prior set of examples, we analyzed the impact of the dimensioning
strategy, both uniform and non-uniform. Now, we discuss the importance of380

the “Tight QoS” policy. This policy restricts the wavelengths available to each
user, offering to each one of them a QoS close to the βc value, defined on the
service level agreement.

On table 1 we exhibit the network total capacity obtained by TFF and the FF
method (Cnet(TFF ) and Cnet(FF ), respectively) for the Uniform Wavelength
Dimensioning case. In addition to the foregoing, Table 1 contains the savings
obtained by TFF over plain FF, given in percentage:

Savings = 100 · Cnet(FF )− Cnet(TFF )

Cnet(FF )
. (2)

The Savings value is the percentage of capacity savings of TFF over the stan-
dard FF procedure. The scenario here is the situation where all users have the385

same threshold, equals to 10−3, measured as blocking probability. In general,
the conditions of the experiments were the same as the examples in subsec-
tion 3.1, but with a Uniform Dimensioning strategy, for the network topologies
shown in Figure 3.

Similarly to Table 1, in Table 2 we show the network overall dimensioning390

achieved by TFF method compared to the First-Fit one, where all users have
different maximum acceptable blocking probability values, following the QoS
assignment procedure described in Section 2, as a function of the traffic load,
for several network topologies. The experiments were executed using the same
wavelength dimensioning procedure (Uniform Dimensioning).395

As displayed in both Tables, 1 and 2, in the case of uniform QoS constraints,
the TQoS policy improves the FF performance, in terms of overall network ca-
pacity computed. For all the scenarios evaluated, TFF requires around 6% fewer
wavelengths than FF method on a Homogeneous QoS constraints scenario, and
approximately 7% fewer wavelengths than FF method on a Heterogeneous QoS400

constraints case, considering a mean traffic load % = 0.3, which is a characteristic
value [5, 29].

Notice that, in each competition presented here, the objective was to connect
the same users with the same QoS requirements (maximum acceptable blocking
probability), but thanks to the TQoS policy the network requires fewer resources405

than FF to do so.
From the tables displayed above, we can see that the savings tend to increase

with the topology size. For instance, the smallest topology presented here (the
EON network topology) on average, the gain 4.4% and 4.28% is obtained in both
scenarios presented; meanwhile, on the largest one, Eurolarge network, TFF410

achieves on average an 8.3% and 7.94% of savings, on the same scenarios. When
the QoS requirements are the same to all users (Table 1), the longest routes on
the network are the hardest one to ensure their QoS constraints; therefore,
these routes are the ones that mainly define the network capacity considering
a homogeneous dimensioning strategy. Also, note that bigger networks have a415
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Table 1: Network capacity achieved by the methods TFF and FF and the Savings obtained,
with homogeneous QoS constraints equals to 10−3, and uniform wavelength dimensioning, for
different network topologies and traffic load.

Network Topology Value % = 0.1 % = 0.2 % = 0.3 % = 0.4

Cnet(FF ) 936 1482 1950 2340

EON Cnet(TFF ) 936 1404 1794 2262

Savings(%) 0 5.26 8.00 3.33

Cnet(FF ) 1014 1482 1950 2418

UKNet Cnet(TFF ) 936 1482 1872 2262

Savings(%) 7.69 0 4.00 6.45

Cnet(FF ) 868 1302 1736 2170

Arpanet Cnet(TFF ) 806 1240 1674 2046

Savings(%) 7.14 4.76 3.57 5.71

Cnet(FF ) 5580 9180 12960 1690

Eurolarge Cnet(TFF ) 5040 8460 11700 15480

Savings(%) 9.67 7.84 9.72 8.51

wider variety of path lengths. Hence, when stretching the QoS provision, the
savings obtained grow when the network size increases. These circumstances
can also be seen on the heterogeneous QoS constraints scenarios (see Table 2).

Despite TFF savings achieved in almost all the scenarios, there is not an
evident logic behavior between the savings obtained and the mean users’ traffic420

load. For instance, in Table 1 the UKNet savings are 7.69%, 0% and 4% with
a % equals to 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 respectively. This phenomenon can be explained
because the homogeneous dimensioning scheme increases in discrete values since,
at a certain point, a little increase in the traffic load causes that all the links
capacity must increase together by one.425

3.3. TQoS policy and Non-Uniform Dimensioning

On the preceding examples, both dimensioning decisions were assessed sepa-
rately, these are the “Tight QoS” policy, and to assign a Non-Uniform capacity
to the network links. Now, we discuss how much both strategies together (TFF-
NUD) impact the network performance in comparison to the commonly used430

approach, known as First-Fit plus a Uniform Dimensioning (FF-UD) [8, 13, 11].
As in the preceding subsections, in Figures, 6 and 7, we illustrate the net-

work total capacity achieved by TFF-NUD method in contrast with the FF-UD
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Table 2: Network capacity achieved by the methods TFF and FF and the Savings obtained, with
heterogeneous QoS constraints and uniform wavelength dimensioning, for different network
topologies and traffic load.

Network Topology Value % = 0.1 % = 0.2 % = 0.3 % = 0.4

Cnet(FF ) 1170 1716 2262 2730

EON Cnet(TFF ) 1170 1638 2106 2574

Savings(%) 0 4.54 6.89 5.71

Cnet(FF ) 1248 1794 2340 2808

UKNet Cnet(TFF ) 1170 1716 2184 2652

Savings(%) 6.25 4.34 6.66 5.55

Cnet(FF ) 1054 1550 2046 2480

Arpanet Cnet(TFF ) 992 1488 1922 2356

Savings(%) 5.88 4.00 6.06 5.00

Cnet(FF ) 6480 10260 14040 18000

Eurolarge Cnet(TFF ) 5940 9360 12960 16740

Savings(%) 8.33 8.77 7.69 7.00

one. We obtained these metrics in the scenario where all users have a Qual-
ity of service threshold (measured as user blocking probability) following the435

Homogeneous QoS assignment procedure explained earlier (Figures 6), and the
Heterogeneous QoS assignment mechanism (Figures 7) , as a function of the
traffic load and for several network topologies.

Remark that each planning decision (non-uniform dimensioning strategy and
tight QoS provision) obtain savings separately, but when they are used together,440

the savings are near to 30% in comparison to the conventional approach (FF-
UD). On the numerical examples, we can appreciate that the Non-Uniform
capacity decision obtains more savings than the TQoS policy. In fact, the Non-
Uniform dimensioning mechanism achieves approximately 80% of the savings
(the offered QoS tightening policy procures the remaining 20%).445

We believe essential to notice that both strategies analyzed here can be exe-
cuted before the network operation. Then, the network operation relies only on
routing tables, holding the information needed by the network to operate. For
instance, to implement the TQoS policy, it is only necessary to store each user
path and its maximum available wavelength, so during the operation of the net-450

work, the First-fit wavelength search is executed only on the available capacity
defined to the user. This is important because neither strategy proposed here
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Figure 6: The network total capacity obtained by the TFF-NUD and FF-UD method on EON,
UKNet, Arpanet and Eurolarge real mesh network topologies, for different connection traffic
loads, with an homogeneous maximum acceptable blocking probability βc = 10−3.

generates an extra overhead to the network operation.

4. Conclusions

To the best of our understanding, there is not an analysis in the litera-455

ture examining the consequences of taking different wavelength dimensioning
approaches, or how much tightening the difference between the offered quality
of service and the one requested on the SLA impacts the network capacity in
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Figure 7: The network total capacity obtained by the TFF-NUD and FF-UD method on EON,
UKNet, Arpanet and Eurolarge real mesh network topologies, for different connection traffic
loads, with an heterogeneous maximum acceptable blocking probability βc. The values of βc
are chosen between 10−3 and 10−6 in an ascending order, proportionally to the connections
route lengths.

optical networks with wavelength continuity constraints. We believe that these
issues are relevant to be taking into account, mainly because diverse strategies460

on both concerns may affect the overall network capacity dimensioning. Even
more, with the impending capacity crunch scenario on fiber cable communica-
tions. Consequently, we assessed the impact of both network planning decisions.

One strategy is to dimension a different capacity to each network link since
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there is no technical reason refuting such decision. The second strategy is tight-465

ening the gap between the offered and the requested quality of service for each
user. To achieve the latter, we restrict the wavelengths available to each user
(Wavelength Grouping), thus offering a low difference between the offered qual-
ity of service and the quality of service stated on the Service Level Agreement.

As exhibited in the numerical experiments, both planning decisions obtain470

notorious savings on the overall network capacity, notwithstanding of the scenar-
ios appraised. Furthermore, the online network operation is fast and straight-
forward, since both strategies are executed prior the network operation, and the
TQoS policy relies on the same routing tables used to store the users’ path by
adding the wavelength available per user.475

As a final remark, Elastic Optical Networks (EON) [30, 4, 31] are an essen-
tial and current topic to address. However, the analysis presented here does
not apply to the EON context. This is because the fast evaluation of the users’
blocking probability is mandatory to compute the dimensioning strategies pre-
sented here, and to the best of our knowledge, there is not an accurate and fast480

mathematical method to calculate the blocking probability in EON (the LIBPE
method is only valid in non-elastic optical networks with wavelength continuity
constraints). In future work, we will assess the impact of the strategies presented
in this text on the flexible optical network architectures.
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Appendix A. QoS Evaluation490

Hereunder, we summarize the analytic evaluation of the users blocking prob-
ability taking into account the wavelength continuity constraints, denoted as
“Layered Iterative Blocking Probability Evaluation” (LIBPE). The approximate
solution follows a 4 stage strategy, explained next. However, full details can be
found in [24].495

Network Division. From the vocabulary point of view, a network G with capac-
ity W on each link is composed of W networks or “layers” operating in tandem,
〈 G1,G2, . . . ,GW 〉, with the same topology as the original one, but where each
link has a capacity equal to 1. Then, on a First-Fit scheme, an arriving user
will look for room in layer 1 first, if this fails, in G2, and so on, until it finds500

available capacity in one of the W layers, or until all of them block it. Note
that, if the capacities of the network links are different, the layers Gw are then
a subset of G where the links with less capacity than w are deleted (e.g., in a
network with capacity equals to 2 on each link but one having 1 wavelength
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Figure A.8: Markov chain modeling the use of a given link in a network where all links have
a single wavelength. There are T` connections using the link. State c means that user c is
using the link, c = 1, 2, . . . , T`. State 0 means that the only wavelength of the link is available.
Arrival rate of a communication request of user c: λc = 1/tOFF c. Service rate (by the link)
of a transmission of user c: µc = 1/tON c.

available, in the network division procedure the first layer G1 is constituted by505

all the links, and the second layer G2 possess all the links available except the
link with a single wavelength).

LIBPE will then follow a decomposition approach: we analyze each layer in
isolation, but its parameters will depend on what happens on the other layers.
Next, we present a dependency model between the mean lengths of the OFF510

periods to take into account the interaction between the W networks.

Analytical model when W = 1. Since the network is divided into a sequence
of W networks/layers, where each link has a single wavelength, then let us solve
the case of W = 1. Choose one link in the network, say link `. Some users (at
least one) use this link in their routes, some do not. Hence, denote by T` the515

number of users using `, and renumber the users so that those using link ` are
1, 2, . . . , T`.

Assume the system is in equilibrium. Let BLc,` be the blocking probability
of user c at link `, that is, the probability that user c connection request arriving
at link ` finds it busy. We assume Markovian conditions, that is, exponentially520

distributed arrivals and service times, with respective rates λc = 1/tOFF c and
µc = 1/tON c. The continuous time stochastic process Z = {Z(t), t ≥ 0} on the
state space {0, 1, 2, . . . , T`}, representing the link state at time t is then Markov
(see Figure A.8). A straightforward analysis of this Markov chain immediately
leads to525

πc =
φc

1 + φ
, c = 1, 2, . . . , T`, π0 =

1

1 + φ
, (A.1)

where φc is the ratio φc = λc/µc = tON c/tOFF c and φ is the sum φ = φ1 + · · ·+
φT`

.
The blocking probability BLc,` is the ratio between the probability of a user c

request being blocked for lack of resources and the probability of all possible
scenarios when user c wants to transmit. It can also be derived marking user c530
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arrivals and analyzing the chain embedded at the marked transition epochs.
Then, according to (A.1) the result is

BLc,` =
1− π0 − πc

1− πc
=

φ− φc
1 + φ− φc

. (A.2)

As we are assessing the blocking probability on any Gw networks, we can
resolve that each link blocking probability on the w-th network BLw

c,` is equal to
the one obtained on equation (A.2) taking into account the Gw network values535

tON and tOFF .
Then, the user blocking probability c, with c ∈ X , on network Gw, can be

approximated by means of the usual link independence assumption [32, 33, 34,
35]. This is

BCw
c = 1−

∏
`∈rc

(
1− BLw

c,`

)
. (A.3)

This independence assumption is not very realistic in this profoundly competi-540

tive circumstances, where many users can often be trying to access simultane-
ously the same resources. Thus, to improve the quality of the solution, a fixed
point method proposed by Kelly [36] is then used.

Network interaction. Now, we need to take into account the interaction between
each of the W networks G1, . . . ,GW . We seize this interaction iteratively updat-545

ing the values characterizing the ON-OFF arrival processes of all the network
users on each layer Gw. For this purpose, let us denote tON c,w and tOFFc,w as
the average values of ON and OFF periods for user c in network Gw. About
tON c,w

, is the time used by source c to transmit because this period is the same
regardless the network used to transmit, then the parameter tON c,w

, is equal550

to tON c for all w. This situation means that the dependencies between layers is
captured only by the tOFFc,w values.

The core of our scheme focuses then on those dependencies between layers,
which are of three types as follows:

• Sequential dependency : When a request from user c is accepted at555

layer Gw, the next layers will not receive it. In other words, a wavelength
in the sequence receives a request from user c only if it is blocked in
every previous wavelengths in the sequence. Therefore, to represent the
mentioned situation, the tOFFc,w′ values will grow by the quantity tOFFc

+
tON c

(from now on denoted as τc) in every w′ > 1, for each request560

transmitted on the wavelengths previous to w′.

• Backward dependency : After user c is blocked on network G1 and ac-
cepted in any of the next wavelengths, the next transmission request (in
G1) of user c will happen after one transmission period -because the first
request was accepted- and one idle period (mean length tOFFc

) to recol-565

lect new data to transmit. Therefore, all blocked users in network G1, but
accepted on any of the next networks Gw, w > 1, make tOFFc,1 increase
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by τc. Remark that this tOFFc,1 growth does not influence only on the
first layer G1, but every layer. Although, it is sufficient to consider this
dependency only on G1 because the sequential dependency will spread this570

effect.

• General blocking dependency : This considers the scenario when a
user c request is blocked on every wavelength (every network Gw, for all w).
In this case, user c start again to recollect new data to transmit (using one
OFF period). Therefore, all blocked users in the final network GW make575

the tOFFc,1 value increase by tOFFc .

Respecting the dependencies just introduced, we propose two equations. For
this purpose, we denote BCw

c the blocking probability of user c at layer Gw.

• First Wavelength (w = 1). On the first wavelength, that is, on the first
layer G1, we take into account the last 2 dependencies. Then:

tOFFc,1 = tOFFc + τcBC 1
c − tON c

W∏
k=1

BC k
c . (A.4)

• Next wavelengths now. Observe that the next layers only take into account
the sequential dependency. Then, the mean length of the OFF period580

corresponding to user c for wavelength w > 1 is

tOFFc,w
= tOFFc,w−1

+ τc

w−1∑
m=1

(
1

BCm
c

− 1

)
. (A.5)

The sum on the Equation (A.5) represents the mean number of times that
the user transmission is accepted on previous networks, i.e., m ≤ w until
the request to transmit is blocked (Geometric distribution analysis).

Overall User Blocking Evaluation. Finally, taking into account all the layers,
the overall blocking probability of the user c is computed as:

BC c =
∏
allw

BCw
c . (A.6)

Remark that, to take into account the wavelength grouping policy, the equa-585

tion (A.6) is executed only on the user c available wavelengths.
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